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ACT / SAT NEW Ultimate!
Our ACT or SAT NEW Ultimate Course is the next generation
in classroom test prep. With 18 hours of instruction and 3
proctored exams, our instructors will focus on the key
strategies and content that students need for maximum
score improvement. Our instructors will provide expert
instruction for each class based on the needs of their
students.
And more, students can access Online Student Portal for one
year after the enrolment.

Online Student Portal is available now!
Students can
- Take practice tests
- View personalized score reports that highlight strengths and
weaknesses
- Complete and review coursework

New SAT materials!
We’ve learned enough about this new exam to overhaul our
1.0 books, and debuting with the Ultimate 18 program will be
a NEW SAT Manual (just ONE title—no more 3 books!).
This new book with be the SAT Manual 6.0 and is our newest
and most complete SAT course book yet.

Outside the classroom, each
student receives a personalized
study plan focused on
maximizing their individual
practice to improve scores
faster! Students will be
prompted to track their goals,
take charge of their
supplemental prep schedule,
and have ready access to vital
resources to help them on their
college admissions path.

The below table provides the item counts for each of the concorded tests.

Many students now elect to
take both the SAT and ACT
exams even earlier. By
comparing your predictive score
from the left table, students
taking either exam can get an
idea of how their score will
translate to the other exam!

Step one: Take our Start Up
Assessment Now!

* Concordance tables for the ACT Composite were derived from concordances of the ACT
sum score (i.e., the sum of the English, Reading, Mathematics and Science Tests).
**Does not include the optional ACT Writing Test or the optional SAT Essay
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